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In many areas of the country the real estate market continues to strengthen - average property values 
are up, days on the market are down, and inventory is low. However, many owners of highly appreciated 
real estate are being encouraged to consider smarter liquidation strategies. 

A sale disposes of the property but results in capital gains taxes that cut sharply into hard-earned wealth. 
If that same owner has charitable goals, a charitable gift of the real estate avoids existing capital gain 
taxes, delivers significant tax deductions based on the property’s current appraised value, and disposes 
of the asset in a secure and simple donation. 

Historically, the average small or mid-level donation tends to derive from a donor’s income bucket. By 
contrast, major gifts more frequently come from the donor’s wealth bucket, changing the donor’s 
reference point and leading to a more significant donation. The wealth bucket consists largely of 
appreciated noncash assets, including real estate at an average gift value over $550,000. 

For the qualified 501(c)3 preparing for a capital campaign or other fundraiser, or simply seeking to 
increase charitable options for its donors, gifts of real estate represent a lucrative and untapped 
opportunity to meet campaign goals and permanently alter donor behavior. 

Real estate ownership is already used as a top marker for planned givers. According to research on 
donor profiles and habits, potential donors with portfolios of more than $2 million in real estate assets 
are 17 times more likely to contribute than a typical donor prospect. To be sure, an outright gift of 
property is the most straightforward for the donor and nonprofit. 

For the donor, the benefits of a real estate donation include the preservation of more liquid assets, the 
avoidance of capital gain tax, a tax deduction based on current appraised value as well as the possible 
avoidance of estate transfer tax (death tax), the elimination of management responsibility and the 
simplification of an estate for heirs.  For the nonprofit, the benefits include a substantial gift of cash 
when the property sells and a great leadership step towards future solicitations of real estate gifts. 

Of course, major gifts such as real estate frequently are made in conjunction with a donor’s need to 
fund life income trusts and annuities, create a retained life estate and may include partial cash payments 
to the donor for a number of reasons, including the elimination of debt, the premium for replacement 
life insurance, or simply personal cash.  These are all tools of sophisticated planned giving, for which 
fundraisers are uniquely trained to assist the donor and his/her advisors. 

So, why do so many nonprofits hesitate to publicize or encourage real estate donations? According to 
Duncan Patterson, in his article, CCIM Donations Demystified, less than 3% of total charitable giving 
involves gifts of real estate, despite the fact that 43% of America’s wealth is derived from real estate. 

It is estimated that 80% of real estate contributions are declined by nonprofits.  Frequent reasons cited 
include lack of onboard real estate experience or financial capacity, acceptance policies that discourage 
taking title, unwillingness to risk capital for closing and holding costs, and the “mission drift” for property 
management departments (if they exist at all) and legal teams (particularly if the property is located out 



of state). Nonprofits usually avoid debt encumbered properties and worry about UBIT, unexpected costs 
and environmental risk, all inherent in taking title. 

The Philanthropy Alliance has been formed to eliminate the risk for nonprofits, to provide donors with 
every planned giving solution they need to complete a major gift, and to allow any nonprofit to 
confidently launch a real estate giving campaign that is scalable and sustainable.  Together, the 
members of The Philanthropy Alliance provide decades of experience in real estate, finance and 
philanthropy. The members of The Philanthropy Alliance include: 

• Realty Gift Fund.  A qualified nonprofit that exclusively accepts the title and financial risk of real
estate donations, delivers the donor’s benefits, and provides identified nonprofit(s) the cash
proceeds when each donation is sold.

• CBRE Group.  The largest commercial brokerage company in the world with boots on the
ground in every market and 23 service platforms to assist with every type of real estate matter.

• eVantage Services.  A wholly owned affiliate of Orlans PC, one of the largest all-women owned
law firms in America, with a national title operation and a LEAN Six Sigma staff experienced in
managing high volume and complex residential and commercial real estate transactions.

In a 2018 research paper authored by Russell James, noted economist at Texas Tech University, Mr. 
James sets forth solid evidence that nonprofits who actively seek noncash assets grow their respective 
endowments at 140% the annual rate of those who limit donations primarily to cash.  As a result, the 
nation’s leading fundraising teams are migrating quickly to safe platforms that embrace the giving of 
noncash assets, led by real estate.  We encourage our nonprofit friends to “do what they do well”, 
engage donors in the causes they share and develop deeper donor relations that emphasize gifts from 
their wealth, not their income. As an ally to the nonprofit world, The Philanthropy Alliance absorbs the 
risk, provides the capital and proven transaction experience, and delivers benefits to donors and 
nonprofits of all size. 

You are welcome to reach out to The Philanthropy Alliance for more information: 

Chase Magnuson, one of the nation’s leading authorities on the charitable giving of real 
estate, co-author of The Secret Power of Real Estate Gifts, former head of planned 
giving/real estate at George Washington University, and the Chief Financial Officer of Realty 
Gift Fund. 714.815.8889 or  Chase@RealtyGiftFund.org. 

Turkia Mullin, a licensed attorney for more than 22 years who has passed the CPA exam 
and is a licensed real estate broker in CBRE’s Capital Markets Division. 313.468.4932 or 
TMullin@CBRE.com. 

Julie Moran, Senior Executive Counsel with Orlans PC, with more than 25 years of 
experience handling all types of real estate transactions 781.790.7824 or 
JMoran@orlans.com. 

The scenarios and statements in this article do not constitute legal advice. 
For additional insight please refer to www.ThePhilanthropyAlliance.com 

Link to Chase's Book:  https://plannedgiving.com/shop/real-estate-donations-47-critical-questions/
For more info see the link below.
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